
Humane Society of the Ohio Valley, Inc. (HSOV)  
90 Mount Tom Road, Marietta, OH 45750  

www.hsov.org, 740-373-5959  

September 30, 2020  

MEMORANDUM FOR BOARD OF WASHINGTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

SUBJECT: HSOV SHELTER OPERATIONS  

The HSOV Board of Directors wishes to reply to the Humane Society Statement (9-17- 
20) read at the Commissioners’ meeting on Thursday, September 17, 2020 (Attachment 
1), and to The Marietta Times article that appeared on the weekend of September 19, 
2020 (Attachment 2).  

HSOV Mission  

The purpose of the Humane Society of the Ohio Valley is to promote the welfare of the 
animals within greater Washington County, Ohio, in the following manner:  

1. Provide a safe haven for stray, lost and/or abused animals through operating an 
animal shelter.  

2. Educate the Communities served by the Society on the need for humane care of               
animals, the need for animal population control, the relief of animal suffering, and             
the services offered by the Humane Society of the Ohio Valley.  

3. Investigate and prosecute complaints of animal abuse and neglect as permitted by 
the Ohio Revised Code.  

4. Provide for adoption of animals by people who can demonstrate that they will 
provide care consistent with the purpose of the Society.  

Basic Care for the Animal Population  

Upon arrival or “intake” at the shelter, all dogs and cats are evaluated by staff for health,                 
injury, or disease, and are referred to a veterinarian if their condition warrants professional              
veterinary care. At intake, all dogs and cats are administered treatment for worms, are              
vaccinated in accordance with the accompanying attachments (Attachment 3 for dogs;           
Attachment 4 for cats) and are routinely treated for ticks and fleas during the Spring,               
Summer and Fall seasons. A schedule is compiled upon vaccination to indicate the name              
and weight of the animal, date(s) of vaccination(s) and booster(s), drug name and dosage              
administered, and due dates for boosters for all animals (Attachment 5). This record is              
maintained by the Shelter Manager and Assistant Manager, and is reviewed on a weekly              
basis by staff to maintain current immunizations. 
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After intake, a kennel card is prepared for each animal and is fixed to its cage or kennel                  
door to express any known condition(s), dietary restriction(s) or other concerns regarding            
the health or behavior of the animal, to inform employees, volunteers and visitors. Each              
kennel card is stamped to express the animal’s vaccination and booster history and is              
routinely reviewed by kennel technicians and volunteers to identify restrictions, changes           
in the animal’s condition or health, or required boosters. Employees and volunteers pay             
close attention during interactions with the animals to observe any signs of concern such              
as diarrhea, worms in stool, blood in stool or urine, skin, ear or other irritations or                
infections, and any other apparent disorders or changes in the animal’s health or behavior.              
Concerns are communicated to shelter management and staff.  

Information from each kennel card is used by a very dedicated, long-serving volunteer,             
who has direct daily contact with animals and staff, to post each animals’ photo and               
information on HSOV’s website and PetFinder - a widely used website for locating shelter              
animals for adoption. This volunteer observes, “When I saw the accusations about animals             
not being vaccinated on intake, I can honestly verify that this is not a valid statement.                
Kennel cards that I see each day have copies of stickers from the medicine vials, or, a                 
typed record of the date the vaccine was given. The five puppies brought to the shelter on                 
August 21 that developed Parvo weren’t vaccinated because they were too young for the              
vaccine. I’m aware that there are a few dogs who wait a day or two for vaccination                 
because they can’t be handled by the kennel techs immediately upon intake. That is the               
exception and  not the rule for dogs older than 6-weeks of age.”  

Following an expression of concern by Sgt. McGilton to Shelter Manager Scott Hatfield             
regarding the shelter’s vaccination program, and, consultation with area veterinarians, the           
booster program for DAPP was modified to 3-weeks after vaccination to fit conditions at              
the shelter. Regretfully, there was a delay of more than a week in securing information               
from the referenced veterinary care providers which may have contributed to Sgt.            
McGilton’s frustration and ensuing criticisms.  

At the time of adoption or transfer to rescue, each animal’s health and vaccination record 
is transferred to the adopter or rescue operator.  

Regarding overspending for veterinary care on a small number of animals to the detriment              
of basic care for the general animal population at the shelter, HSOV uses social media,               
including Facebook and other means, to solicit donations for animals that require surgeries             
and other urgent or expensive treatments. It is the public’s choice to support or decline to                
support this level of veterinary care. These requests are frequently fully-funded by            
donations from the public. In addition, some generous HSOV foster caregivers elect to             
spend thousands of dollars of their own money for veterinary care for animals in their               
care. That is their choice. HSOV provides care consistent with our corporate mission as a               
humane society without jeopardizing basic care for its animal population. 
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Timely Payment of Veterinary Bills  

HSOV sincerely appreciates our local veterinarians who extend discounts to the shelter for             
veterinary care. Further, HSOV will consider remuneration for any veterinary care           
provider who has written-off the cost of undisputed invoices for veterinary care provided             
for shelter animals. It should be recognized that 2019 posed extreme financial challenges             
for HSOV. First, closure of the Spot Clinic, a low-cost spay and neuter service provider in                
Parkersburg, required our use of local veterinarians which essentially doubled HSOV’s           
cost for these vital services. In addition, when several extreme animal hoarding cases             
required law enforcement and others to place dozens of injured, sick, and dying animals in               
our shelter, the cost of care for these animals spiraled upward. Expenses for veterinary              
care services during this period was nearly $ 120,000 and HSOV slipped into arrears in               
remitting payments as we worked to save as many animals as possible as consistent with               
our corporate mission. At the end of the fiscal year, HSOV requested special consideration              
and funding from the County Commissioners to help with a portion of the cost of these                
extraordinary circumstances. No reply to this request was extended by the Commissioners.  

In stark contrast, circumstances in 2020 are very different. Consistent with national trends,             
animal intake has declined from the previous year as people stayed home during a              
pandemic and devoted care and attention to their pets. Also parallel to national trends,              
animal adoption, foster and rescue rates accelerated due largely to the same phenomenon             
– the public is staying at home to train and care for new pets. Through the end of July,                   
animal adoption, foster and rescue rates at HSOV exceeded year-to-date animal intake.            
The last couple of months have witnessed a return to “normal” as animal intake numbers               
have accelerated but at a pace below the same period in prior years. For comparison,               
veterinary care costs in the current fiscal year through August, 2020, are approximately $              
43,000.  

These circumstances have allowed HSOV to pay off all past due accounts carried forward              
from 2019 as well as remain current on all veterinary billings for services rendered in the                
current year. If the Commissioners are aware of complaints of past due accounts , we will                
appreciate their cooperation in sharing this information. In all honesty, we are            
disappointed that HSOV is accused of being late with these payments without any             
reference to the accounts that claim to be past due or to have written-off charges. To                
demonstrate the current status of our active accounts, please find the accompanying            
statements from our current veterinary care providers including Belpre Animal Clinic,           
Colegate Woods Veterinary Hospital, Green Meadow Veterinary Hospital, Parkersburg         
Veterinary Hospital, River City Pet Hospital, and Williamstown Animal Hospital          
(Attachment 7).  

From a budget standpoint, the late payments for veterinary care in 2019 resulted from an               
acute but temporary cash flow problem. If similar circumstances arise in the future, HSOV              



is now in a better position financially to deal with these circumstances through the              
generosity of testamentary bequests received by the shelter in 2020. We can only thank  
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the generosity of these families and HSOV staff, members and volunteers who have             
proceeded us for providing the compassion and care that compelled these families to             
remember HSOV in their bequests.  

In the past law enforcement officers have left animals at veterinarians’ offices with             
instructions that the animal belongs to HSOV and that HSOV is responsible for payment              
for all related services. HSOV has now implemented controls to manage unauthorized            
charges in these instances. In addition, we continue to have differences with certain             
veterinary offices due to billing practices. HSOV staff has dedicated countless hours to             
reconciling statements issued without accompanying invoices and for services that were           
not authorized. Disputed invoices inevitably result in delays in payment pending           
reconciliation. In short, both law enforcement and veterinarian care providers have           
important roles to ensure timely payments to providers.  

Management Turnover  

The national average for shelter staff retention is 3.0 years. Current staff retention at              
HSOV is 2.06 years and includes one 16-year service veteran. However, we commend             
former Shelter Manager Karissa Reynolds for recruiting and developing a highly           
motivated, cohesive, young workforce with an enthusiastic “Can Do” attitude. This           
workforce has worked tirelessly to deal with the special challenges posed by pandemic as              
well as the  outbreak of disease at the shelter.  

HSOV currently operates with one full-time Manger, one or more full-time or part-time             
assistant managers, approximately 17 full-time or part-time kennel technicians, and          
numerous unpaid volunteers. Former Shelter Manager, Karissa Reynolds, recently earned          
a Master’s Degree in Biology and was offered a position as a collegiate instructor at her                
alma mater. Fortunately, prior to her resignation, Karissa recruited and trained her            
replacement, Scott Hatfield, who comes to us with credentials similar to Karissa’s. We are              
pleased to announce that Karissa Reynolds will return to HSOV as part-time Assistant             
Manager next week. Last week, our Assistant Manager, Bri Deem, gave notice to pursue              
other employment and advance her education in her selected professional field.           
Thankfully, Bri has promised to continue to volunteer at the shelter. We feel fortunate to               
continue to benefit from our association with these young, caring and talented people, and              
wish them well in the pursuit of their professional interests. It is axiomatic that if HSOV                
could afford higher salaries, healthcare, and other benefits, we would likely experience            
reduced employee turnover. The HSOV Board has increased employee compensation,          
initiated an incentive bonus program, and extended vacation benefits in the current year.             
Yet, the board continues to address compensation as an organizational goal. National            
surveys indicate that the average rate of compensation for kennel technicians is between $              



9.56 and $ 15.00 per hour. HSOV’s hourly compensation rates fall within this range 
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notwithstanding that these averages undoubtedly include high-cost major metropolitan 
markets within the US.  

“Organizational Disparity”, Development and Transparency  

The Marietta Times article (Attachment 2) includes an assertion that high staff and Board              
of Director turnover are a result of “organizational disparity”. This claim is not clarified              
or substantiated with details or examples. In contrast, the HSOV Board of Directors and              
managers insist that the Leadership Team and staff work together cohesively with a             
singular dedication to advance the mission of the Humane Society of the Ohio Valley. The               
Board and managers meet on two evenings each month to address concerns such as              
finance, fund raising, volunteer activities, operations, events, membership, management         
issues, staffing, and other vital concerns as required. Opinions are vigorously expressed in             
an honest and open discussion format and motions are typically supported by a             
unanimous vote of the Directors. Board meeting minutes are posted on the HSOV website              
at www.hsov.org for viewing by the public. Board meetings begin at 6:00 p.m. on the first                
Wednesday of each month at the community building at Gold Star Park, 801 Lancaster              
Street, Marietta. The public is welcome and invited to attend the public segment of each               
board meeting which includes officer reports, including financial reports, and questions or            
comments from members and the general public. These meetings are currently virtual due             
to the pandemic and there is no public access. However, public meetings will resume              
when health regulations permit public gatherings. Until then, the public is welcome to             
contact any of the board or leadership team members identified on the website with              
questions or  concerns.  

Furthermore, while improvements in shelter organization and management are constantly 
ongoing (Attachment 8), we must note an apparent lack of cooperation from the 
Washington County Sheriff’s Department, as evidenced by regular public criticisms that 
are largely unfounded and made without first consulting with the HSOV Board or 
managers, and the Washington County Commissioners, in improving our organization.  

Also as you may know, our 2019 shelter contract expired on December 31, 2019 and was                
not renewed by the Commissioners for the current year, 2020. As a courtesy, HSOV              
continues to honor that contract on an interim basis contingent upon continued payment by              
the Commissioners for our services. Our 2019 professional services contract for veterinary            
care renews automatically annually. It was well-intentioned and worked for a while, but             
changes last year rendered the contract obsolete as written. We implore the            
Commissioners to continue their regular monthly support for veterinary care in order to             
ensure timely care for animals at the shelter when required. This is a vital concern               
especially in the midst of a pandemic when fund raising proceeds have declined 24% or               
more than $ 12,000 due to public health regulations that prohibit public gatherings, and,              



widespread general economic  uncertainty that threatens private donations. 
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On January 8, 2020, HSOV provided to the Commissioners a proposed AGREEMENT            
that merges the two 2019 county contracts into a single contract for 2020 and beyond. At                
a subsequent public meeting, Commissioner White said that changes are necessary and a             
working group would need to be established to work out the details. To date no working                
group including HSOV representatives has been organized. HSOV is eager to work with             
the Commissioners to develop a mutual agreement that continues to improve ongoing            
shelter operations and management.  

Thank you for your valuable time and consideration for this information,  

HSOV Board of Directors,  

B. Ethan Gerber, President  
Leight Murray, Vice-President  
Michael Montgomery, Treasurer  
Amy Rogers, Assistant Treasurer  
Jim Raney, Secretary  
Amber Dennison, Director  
Esther Salem, Director  

Copy to: Washington County Sheriff  

Attachments:  
1. Commissioner Statement Regarding HSOV (9-17-20)  
2. The Marietta Times Article (9-19-20)  
3. HSOV Canine Vaccination Program (20-09-23)  
4. HSOV Feline Vaccination Program (20-09-23)  
5. HSOV Record of Animal Vaccinations (20-09-23)  
6. Representative Cage/Kennel Cards (20-05-15 and 20-08-21)  
7. Current Veterinary Care Provider Account Status (20-09-30)  
8. HSOV Facilities and Operations Improvements 
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